
 

 

Matthew 11:28-30 

Big Idea: Life is best when we follow God’s instructions 

Props 

 A Duplo/Lego set of some complexity. It needs to be difficult enough that children cannot 
assemble it correctly without instructions. (It could be an official set, or your own creation) 

 A set of instructions to make the set. 

Script 

Who likes to build things?  
 
(Invite one or two children to come and put together the set without instructions. Tell them what 
they are to make, perhaps with a picture, but ensure enough pieces are obscured from the picture 
to make it difficult to complete) 
 
(Watch the children build for a moment, perhaps offering a running commentary of their 
attempts. Then speak to the group as they continue to build) 
 
Who likes playing with Lego? (Gather responses) 
What do you like building? (Gather responses) 
 
Lego is fun because you can make practically anything with the right pieces. 
But I always find that my creations look best when I follow the instructions. 
 
(Check on the builders) How are you going? Do you need some help? (Give them the instructions) 
 
Sometimes it’s very hard to work out exactly what you are supposed to do building a Lego set 
without instructions. It’s hard working out exactly which pieces go where. 
 
It can feel like that in life, too. It’s hard working out all the decisions we need to make, and which 
one might be the best choice. It’s hard knowing if you’re doing the right thing. Sometimes we get 
very tired and worried trying to work it all out. 
 
(Ask builders) How much easier was it to build with the instructions? 
 
The good news for all of us is that God has given us instructions on how to live life the best way 
possible. He gives us some great instructions to help us know we are making right choices that are 
good for us and for others. 
 
And Jesus tells us that when we follow God’s instructions, it makes life easier. It’s a better way to 
live. Following God’s instructions helps us to avoid making lots of mistakes. It brings rest and peace 
when we live life the way God created us to live. 
  
Life is best when we follow God’s instructions. 

 


